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ibism
riagruder - cross

’

the following pieces of equipment-"
You don’t know if that is true or notf

No T I don’t know•
At no time did I ever have any involvement with
CEI in the projectt ever-

When two utilities interconnect! are they typice''ly
concerned with what facilities the other parties are

going to put inf
Since I never worked for a utility! I cannot

accurately answer! but I imagine that they certainly
are-

HR- HJELHFELT:

Thank you very much-

HR- HURPHY:

No questions-

THE COURT:

Thank you! Hr-

Hagruder-

You may step down-

Watch your

necktieTHE witness:

Okay -

THE COURT:

Ladies and gentlemen

of the jury! it is 11:00 o’clock! and we will

take our morning recess! and we will resume
I
thereafter-

Please keep in mind the Court’s admonitionThank you{Recess taken-l

ibifiMa
dagruder - cross

THE COURT:

Please be seated.

Bring in the jury.

{The jury entered the courtroom and the
following proceedings were had in their

hearing and presence.}

iLiflua
ALAN

DONHEISER-.

having been previously duly suorni resumed

the stand and testified further as follows:

THE COURT:

You may proceedn

Hr. Norris.
MR. NORRIS:

Thank youi' your

Honor•

CROSS-EXAHINATION of ALAN DONHEISER {Resumed}

BY HR. NORRIS:
(3

Hr. Donheisern to pick up where we were yesterday

afternoon! we were talking about at least some of

the underlying causes that you had identified for
riuny Light being disabled in 15701 their lack of

reliability and the inadequate cash flowi do you
recall our discussion?

A

Yesi sir.

(3

And am I correct that your conclusion that fluny

light was mismanaged was based to some substantial
degree on your opinion that Huny Light officials

had not directed their attention to these underlying
causes of reliability and adequate cash flowi is

that a fair summary of what you testified to?

1

Donheiser - cross

2

A

That HELP management did not do that?

3

(3

Yesi that’s right.

4
5

Is that a fair summary of your statement about

A

It's possible to distinguish between HELP officials

6

and what I considered to be management of the entire

7

operation

8

fl

Would you please turn to page 3S of your report?

9

That’s CEI-1151 -Cthe witness complies.1

10

HR. LANSDALE:

11

fl

And I’ll ask you to follow the --

12

A

Excuse mei "llSl" or "IISS"?

13

fl

I'm sorryi am I wrong?

14

It's your report that I want you to look at.

IISS.

15

A

Yes.

16

fl

I'm sorry.

17

A

What

18

fl

35.

SS."

page?

19

lAfter an interval-!

20

BY HR.

21

fl

NORRIS:

Inthis reporti you specifically use the term "HELP

22

officialsn" and I read to you the sentence in about

23

the bottom third of the page where your report ;states

24

as follows:

25

"Our retrospective look at what HELP officials

lt.-,a4S

1
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2

said compared and contrasted with what they

3

accomplished suggests that despite the need to

4

direct attention to the underlying issuesi i-e-n

5

maintenance of FIELP’s generating and service

6

capability by means of assuring adequate cash flowsi

7

HELP chose to politicize and evade them-"

8

Do you want to change your testimony with

9

10

respect to that subject?

A

11

we're only looking at HELP officials in this report.

12

Furthermoren when I used HELP the second timen

13

I don’t say HELP officialsn and I’m looking at HELP

14

15

management in its broader sense

is

16

a correct statementn siri that you felt that the

18

HELP officials were guilty of mismanagement because

19

they did not direct attention to the underlying

20

22
23
24
25

I wasn’t trying to be tricky-

The fact is you had HELP officialsi and is that

17

21

No; but I think that it’s misleading to assume that

causes of adequate cash flow and reliability?
A

bJelli I think that this is a grossly misleading

extract from a report which over and over emphasizes
the nature of the relationship of HELP management
to the problems that beset HELP management.

As a matter of factn it is a fact that at many

1

Donheiser - cross

j>j
I’!

2

times HELP officials tried to seek help from the

i|

3

City Council or the Mayor and they didn’t get

I

4

quite the response that they wanted to get-

I

Uhat are you thinking off

I

5

(3

6

{After an interval-!
i'J

7

A

Idhat am I thinking- off

8

d

Give me an example of where HELP officials didn't

fl

9

get the response they should have gotten from the

II

10

Mayor or from City Councilf
Idelln for instance! Mr- Hinchee claimed that they

|
0

11

A

|

12

had requested funds to repair boilers in ntaT! and

13

in 1571 or ’7S they still hadn't received those

14

funds.

15

I

<3

16
17

_

I

|j

Any other examples that come to your mind of what

j

you're —

A

18

Uelln typically they had a great deal of difficulty

L

getting contracts through the Council-

19

They had to get approval of —

20

(3

Give me an example! please —

21

A

Well! any expenditure over $3!S0D had to be approved

22
23

I

I

'

i
!
r
I
I

by Council.

i3

Give me an example! please! of the difficulty that

24

Muny Light had in getting those kinds of matters

25

through Councilf

__________________ .________________________________________________________________________ L

1
2
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A

3

problems that HELP hadn and Council didn’t recognize

4

5

Consultants repeatedly called attention to the

those problems and remedy them.

(3

6

Can you answer my question! siri and give me an
example that you’re referring tof

7

HR.

8

THE COURT:

9

question! Hr.

10

11

12
13

14

BY HR.
<3

21
22
23

24
25

the

Norris.

HR. NORRIS:

He just —

THE COURT:

Please askanother

NORRIS:

You’ve said that ^consultants repeatedly said that.

with which you are familiar that you’re basing your

17

20

He’s answered

Can you identify a particular subject matter

16

19

I object.

question.

15

18

LANSDALE:

testimony uponf
A

bJell! back in 154?! Griffenhagen pointed out some of

the problems that they were having in respect to pay

scales.
This problem was mentioned repeatedly by other
consultants! that they had craft union people —

in other words! they had a construction force

responsible for maintaining and running the plant

and this was seen as a deficiency in light of the

1

Donheiser - cross

2

need for specialists who cut across craft linesi

3

and Council had the power to do something about

4
5

thatn and they never did-

d

6
7

Can you think of any more recent example since 1547

that you base your testimony uponf
A

Idelln this problem persistedi as far as I know it was

8

never remedied-i because in 157tn Cresapn flcCormich &

9

Paget called attention to the problem all over again-

10

So there’s a SO-year period-

11

I think one of the important things to look at

12

in mismanagement is not what happened in a particular

13

point in time but what happened over a period of

14
15

16

timed

This was a dynamic process-

I understand that you do look over a long period of

time and you have stated a conclusion-

17

I'm just wondering if you have in mind any

18

other specific example that you could point tof

19

20
21

22
23

24
25

You’ve given us a 1547 exampleAny others?

nR- LANSDALE:

I object to that

conclusion THE COURT:

Approach the bench-

1
2

3
4

Donheiser - cross

{The following proceedings were had at the
bench:1
HR. LANSDALE:

Ide haven if your

5

Honor pleasei a very elaborate report by Hr.

6

Donheiser with many references in iti and I

7

submit that if he’s required to answer this

8

question-i let him have time to look through his

9

papers and find the specific documents to which -

10

11

HR. NORRIS:

I just wanted to

test his recollection.

12

He has testified to conclusions —

13

HR. LANSDALE:

14

I have no objection

to interrogating him about the specifics.

15

The problem isn this is not a memory contest

16

If you want the documents! let him look

17

through his papers and find themi that is why he

18

has the papers here-

19
20
21

HR. NORRIS:

I am not stopping

him from looking at his papersi your Honor.
He states a conclusion that is broad and

22

sweeping! and I think those are beyond the facts!

23

and I would like to know —

24

25

THE COURT:

He just gave you two

examples! one going to 154?! and one going to --

lL-,aSD

1

Donheiser - cross

2

up until the present date on the labor situation!

3

a span of 20 years-

4

HR- NORRIS:

5

And I’m asking:

Is there anything in between the 20 years-

6

THE COURT:

7'-

I'm sure there is-

If you want him to go through the recordsi

8

let him go through the records during the lunch

9

hour and come back here after he has refreshed his

10

memory and testify to it-

11

I mean! that’s why we have the record-

12

HR.

13

NORRIS:

THE COURT:

14

SureAll right-

Let’s proceed.

15

{End of bench conference.!

16.

17

THE COURT:

18

Hr. Norris.

19

I would suggest that the witness go through

20

his report during the lunch houri and then you can

21
22
23

24
25

You may proceed-i

pick up this line of questioning at that time.

BY HR.
tS

NORRIS:

Hr. Donheiseri are you suggesting that City Council

had the authority to restrict the craft wage rates

during the period of your study from the early 153U’s

IL .flSI
Donheiser - cross
to the mid-nVO’s?

The craft wage ratesf

That’s the example that you gave a moment ago. and I

Well-I they had —

— I just want to know —
— they had need for a reclassification.

I didn’t ask you that. sir.
Well-. I don’t —
THE COURT:

Gentlemen, let’s not

get into an argumentative situation that we got
into yesterday.

Now. let’s ask a question, and. Mr.

Donheiser. you give the answer, and if. Mr. Norris,
the answer, in your opinion, is not responsive,

just ask to approach the bench and we’ll determine
whether or not --

MR.

NORRIS:

Mr. Donheiser. —

Yes.

MR. NORRIS:

Thank you. your Honor.

— are you aware of the fact that there was a charter
change in the City of Cleveland in ITfiOf

No. I wasn’t.

I represent to you that there was such a change.

IbifiSS
Donheiser - cross

Subject to checkn will you accept my-representation?
A

Yes.

(2

And would you kindlyi over the luncheon recessi
satisfy yourself as to whether or not there was a
change made in ITfiO with respect to the authority of

City Council to restrict craft wage rates?

A

I never said that craft wage rates were in issue-

I

said that the classification was a craft classification-

NowT some commentators pointed out that they
thought the wage rates were excessiven and they may ,
have been excessive compared to some other utilities

that they compared it tot Painesville and Orville
was one examplei but I didn’t say that-

(3

All right-

Thank you for the clarification-

Are you also telling me that Huny Light did not
get the cooperation of City Council with respect to

the implementation of consultants’ recommendations?
A

Yesi and I think a good example of that is in the rate

areai where they were repeatedly told that there was
a rate revenue insufficiency! and the locus of

responsibility for assuring that fluny Light had

adequate revenues was certainly in the Council(3

Are you aware of any instance where tluny Light

officials went to City Council asking for the

lt-.aS3
Donheiser - cross

1

2

implementation of a consultant’s recommendation

3

where that was turned downf

4

A

NoT I am not.

5

(2

Nowi at the close of the day yesterdayi we were

6

talking about personnel matters and whether or not in

7

1571’ riuny Light could have improved the reliability

8

of its system by putting in training programs for its

9

operating personnels do you remember thatf

10

A

In 1570f

11

(3

Well-. I think we weretalking

12

A

1571.

13

<2

Yes.

14

Do

yourecall

we

about1571.

haddiscussion

about that

yesterday?

15

A

16

(3

Yes.

Nowt on page 7S of your reportn you raised the

17

question as to whether Huny Light was competent to

18

perform maintenance adequately! and I’m reading the

19

paragraph that is numbered 52t where you say:

20

"In 1570-1 there was a protracted outage on

21

nemorial Day which elicited an abnormal amount of

22

discussion in the press and among public officials.

23

In attempting to explain why it occurred i a high

24

degree of candor was displayed and this candor

25

leads our own inquiry along avenues previously

ILifiSM
Donheiser - cross

1
2

untrodden.

3

been that flELP had failed to ensure generating

4

capability and the demands of the Sixties did not

5

allow HELP to shut down their equipment for

6

required maintenance.

7

probable and we think that the data on generating

8

hours back the theory up.

9

and into lIVOi the admissions of FlELP officials

Up to this pointi the main thesis has

The team showed that this was

Howeveri by late ntiT

10

raise the question:

11

were they competent to perform maintenance

12

adequately?"

13

if they had the opportunity^

And am I correct that that is one of the

14

questions that you and your team raised, during your

15

review in preparation for this testimony?

16

A

Yes.

17

a

And then on that same pagen you quote Fir.

Stefanski-

18

the Director of Public Utilities-, where he stated

19

that there were no professional engineers operating

20

the plant.

21

Am I reading that correctly?

22

A

Yes.

23

a

And thenn on the top of the next page-, you also

24

quote Hr.

25

lack of leadership" — there was a definite lack of

Bergman-, where he states that "definite

ItiflSS

1

Donheissr - cross

2

3

4

leadership and technically qualified personnel?
A

Yes •

a

Now-i let me just ask you:

5

Do you know uhat point in time Mr-

6

made that statement that you have quoted on page 75?

7

8
9

10

{The witness examining his report-1

i3

Uell-i it was in flay of 1570-1 wasn’t it?

A

Yes.

a

And you know when it was that fir* Bergman made the

11

statement about the "definite lack of leadership and

12

technically qualified personnel"?

13
14

{After an interval-!

(3

15
16
17

20

A

Yes-i I agree-

(3

Now-i how long was it after that that fir- Hinchee

came into Cleveland as Commissioner of Muny Light?
A

He came in over a year later-

fl

I think you'll find that it was three months later-,

21

fir- Donheiser-i that fir-

22

25

Hinchee arrived-i in the

middle of flar.ch-

23

24

Let me supply data and ask you if you agree with
December IMth-i 1570?

18
19

Stefanski

hJould you accept that subject to check?

A

Subject to check-, yes-

fl

Now-1 were you aware-, fir- Donheiser-. when you were

ILifiSt
1

Donheiser - cross

2

making your review n that when fir. Hinchee came in as

3

Commissioner of fluny Light in March of 1571 that hen

4

likewise! recognized the need for technically

5

qualified personnel at Fluny Lighti were you aware

6

of that?

7

A

8

9

Yesi I think he. stated that there was a deficiency-i

yes •
CJ

And are you aware of the group of engineers and

10

professional managers that Mr- Hinchee hired to fill

11

that gapf

12

A

The damage had been done*

13

FIR. NORRIS:

14

question readi your Honorf

15

THE COURT:

16

Read the question

back-i please*

17
18

May I have the

{The last question was read by the reporter*!
A

I am not aware when these people were hired and when

19

they reported! but I do know that by this time HELP

20

was disabled! bankrupt! and tremendous damage had

21

been done*

22

(3

23

Ackmannf

24
25

Fir* Donheiser! are you familiar with the name Harold

Have you seen his name in any —
A

I saw —

ItifiS?
1

Donheiser - cross

2

(3

3

A

I saw the namei yes, I thinkn once-

4

t2

And do you recall that he was a professional engineer

5

— of the literature?

that fir- Hinchee hired for fluny Light?

6

A

7

(3

8

A

9

(3

I’ll accept that-

And do you remember the name George Chuplis?

Yesn I do-

And do you remember that he was hired from United

10

States Steel to become the Plant Superintendent of

11

riuny Lightn and he was so hired by Hr-

12

A

13

Yesi and hr-

Hinchee?

Chuplis is on the record as having

said that the condition which Huny Light found

14

itself in at this time was due to six to eight years

15

of neglect and mismanagement.

16

(3

And do you remember the nameRussell

17

A

Noi I don’t.

18

13

Do you remember

19

A

Yes.

20

(3

Hunt?

the name Ralphfleister?

And do you recall that Mr. Meister was an engineer who

21

formerly worked for Muny — CEIt who was hired by

22

Mr.

Hinchee to help fill this gap at Muny Light?

23

A

I’m not aware that he worked at CEI.

24

(3

Uelli are you aware that he was an engineer that was

25

'

hired by Mr. Hinchee to work at Muny Light?

Ib-ifiSa

1
2

3

Donheiser - cross

A

Just vaguely. I only have a cursory recall of that-

(3

hlould youn subject to checkn accept my representation

4

that fir. Russell Hunt was similarly an engineer

5

previously employed by CEIn an expert in transmission

6

and substationsn and that fir.

7

8

fluny Lightf
A

9

lilelli they could have hired all the resources that

they wanted at this poanti they coulxjn't put

10
11

Humpty Dumpty back together again-

(2

Let me ask you this question:

12

Would youi subject to checki accept my

13
14
15

16
17

representation ,about fir. Huntf

A

Yes.

(3

Do you

A

Yes.

(3

18

21

24

25

Do you recall that fir.

George Pofokf

Pofok was similarly an
Hinchee

hired for fluny Light?

A

Yes.

a

Now 1 these hires are not mentioned anywhere in your

22

23

rememberthe name

engineer who had worked for CEI and whom fir.

19

20

Hinchee hired him for

reportn are they?
A

They're irrelevant! thaf^s why.

(3

But am I correct that they're not mentioned anywhere
in your report?

IL-ifiSl
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A

No-

t2

You mean "Noi they are not"

A

NoT ue did not go through an exhaustive table of who
— personnel who came in when-, and who left-

(3

Wouldn’t a --

A

We couldn't — we didn’t have the data really-

<3

Well-, you mean nobody told you about this?

A

Of an the people that came in and out of Nuny Light

over a 30-year period?
a

No-I Hr- Donheisern I didn’t mean to imply that-

Here are five competent engineers — at least
thought competent by Hr- Hinchee and by Huny Light -

and they were hired specifically following HrHinchee’s arrival on the scenei and my question to
you-i sir-, is:

Didn’t anybody tell you that in nVI Hr- Hinchee
undertook to fill those positions?
HR- LANSDALE:

I object-, if your

Honor please-, and I wish to approach the benchTHE COURT:

Approach the bench-

{The following proceedings were had at the
bench: 3-

1
2

3

4

Donheiser - cross
I object-, if jxur

MR. LANSDALE:

Honor please-, on several grounds-

Number one-

Hr- Norris knows that tissse

5

hires were, in many cases-, subsequent to tite

6

period that fir- Donheiser is reporting on-

7

For example-, I know Pofok wasn't hiret until

8

1=173-. and Ralph Meister — I forget when he was

9

hired-, but he was after Hinchee-. and becaara

10

temporary commissioner — don’t you rememba'-.

11

he got involved in some problem and he lasSed

12

one day as commissioner^

13

And I object to interrogating this wianess-.

14

and the suggestion that he should have mentioned

15

these people that came along two and three

16

years after the period he examined-

17

Counsel knows it-

As a matter of facl-» in

18

the last question it is suggested that these

19

people were hired in 1^71-. and it isn’t a feet •

20
21

22

23
24
25

MR-

NORRIS:

I said that Hr-

No-

Hinchee undertook this

hiring to fill the gap that he recognized-

Now-. this is an issue of fact before tSe
jury-, as to whether Mr- Donheiser is corral that
the body was dead-, that there was nothing Sat

1 t T fi Lll

Donheiser - cross

could have been donen that the past planning

irregularities were so serious that when Hinchee
arrived in Harch of '71 it was too late to do
anything?

Noui on the other handn ^the City's evidence
is that the personnel at Muny Light called a spade
a spade and realized that there were problems^

there were problems not only in personnel but with

the generating equipmentT with the cash flown and

all the. rest.
But they did something about it.

And the

issue that the jury is going to have to decide

is whether or not it was_possible for Muny Light
to once again return back to a reliable systemNowt I also disagree with fir.

Lansdale -

I

checked the transcript last nightn and I'm
intending to ask Hr. Donheiser with respect to the

period through and including 15731 because he

testified —

THE COURTS

Keep your voices down-

HR.

I’m sorry.

NORRIS:

IContinuingl

He testified to the facts of the

operating ratio chart from 'tS up to 1573 andi as
a matter of fact-, dr. Donheiser was quite — he

lb-, fl be
1

Donheiser - cross

2

said that in 1573-. Pluny Light was under water-,

3

and I think that it is not beyond the scope of

4

cross —

5
6

7
8

9

10
11

12

THE COURT:

That was on

cross-examinationHR. NORRIS:

That was on direct

examination.
fir- Lansdale put questions to him about that

operating ratio chartI can get the transcript reference if you

want it-

•

13

Do you want that reference?

14

THE COURT:

15

No-, not nowi after

lunch-

16

Go ahead-

17

MR-

NORRIS:

n
,
Uell-, in summary-,

18

your Honor, this is a critical issue of fact-,

19

and the disposition is that they did recognize

20

the problems and they went into a fast recovery

21

program that involved all of these things that

22

dr- Hinchee has testified to that had to do with

23

personnel-, with financial requirements-, getting

24

Council to approve a bond issue, getting Council

25

to approve rate increases, and if the City can't

b—

,

ik-iflba
Donheiser - cross

put on this kind of evidencsn — here’s a very

important thing.
Suren we recognize that there were holes in

the personnel! ue didn’t have enough peoplen
and that’s one of the things that Hinchee did:
He didn’t fill them all at once-. I didn’t

say that they did-. I didn’t try to claim that
they did.

liJhat I’m saying is that he moved quickly i

and that was good management-, and I think the
jury ought to have a chance to consider that.

fIR.

LANSDALE:

THE COURT:

I object.

Let me hear the

question.
■CPending question read by the reporter. I

MR. LANSDALE:

If your Honor please-.

Pofok was hired in April1573-. and Meister was
hired in the summer of ’73.

This witness gave his opinion as to the
condition of fluny Light in 1571 and how it got

t here.
That’s all he’s offered for-, and I object

to this attempt to have him testify as to

remedies-, if any-, that Muny Light placed in effect

IbnflbS-A
Donheiser - cross
bench out of the hearing and presence of the jury.3-Crir.

Norris returns to the bench with tlTe

transcript. 3THE COURT:

flay 1 see itf

■CThe transcript was handed to the Court by

fir. Norris.

fir.

HR.

NORRIS:

Page Ibibbl-

NR.

LANSDALE:

Itnbbl {addressing

nurphy3-.
HR.

NORRIS:

That is where the

testimony about Exhibit 13j

THE COURT:

what is it

llfll

I’ll check that.

Let me go back a few pages and pick up the

continuity.
{The Court reading silently.3{fir.

fir.

flurphy hands a copy of the transcript to

Lansdale.3{After an interval.3-

tlR. LANSDALE:
not correct-, it should be
showing the transcript to fir.

fIR.

NORRIS:

This-, by the way-, is
{fir. Lansdale
Norris!-.

Probablyi I haven't

checked that.

{The Court continuing to read silently.3-

1b1 fits-B
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HR. NORRIS:

Then he adds something

here IHr- Norris indicating on the transcript the

Court is reading}*
hlait a minute.

THE COURT:

■CThe Court continuing to read silently.}

THE COURT:

Okay.

I have read the transcript from page IbibSS

and-, as I read this transcript-, particularly from
page ]ib-.Li(3Q:

"(3

I had forgotten whether you told us

or not-, but over how long a period did you study
the actual operations of Huny Light?’
"A

Uell-. we certainly went back in

terms of the planning function-, and we looked at

the records going back to the *30*s-. and in terms

of consultant’s reports-, we went right back to
ITHT-i and we went back financially as far as we

could go-, and practically speaking-, which was the

early

’bO's.
"cj

mill you please summarize for us

before we get into more detail

" and this is

the key — "— what you found HELP’S condition
to be as a business-, as a public utility
business-, by the time of the year 1571?’

IL-ifibS-C
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"A

bJelli by 1571 •. we considered HELP to

be practically financially bankrupt*"

Noun obviously we are talking about the

period of his study-

He never really responds to the question
fully as to "over how long a period did you

study"i but the question! in the context of the

examination is what was the condition of HELP' as
of 1571.
Now-, let me just go back here — I could

probably go back into my notes and find it
— —»

■CAfter an interval-}

tIR. NORRIS'-

I would like to offer

have you looked at-, your Honor-.

THE COURT:

Yes-, just a moment-.

I’ll look at itMR- NORRIS:

— Exhibit CEI llfllf

•CThe Court examining tlr- Donheiser’s report-}

1b T fitb
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Flay I have your

THE COURT:
attentioHn gentlemen-

The question — the departure question is:

"Uhat was the period" -- now -- "Will you
please summarize for us before we get into more

detail what you found FIELP’s condition to be as
a business! as a public utility businessi by the

time of the year 1571-"
Now! and his testimony thereafter goes on

to elaborate! and to give his opinion as to how
he found the business! and the cross-examination

thereafter.
Now! I am going to look at this Exhibit!

CEI-liai! which is the one that you! hr.

Norris!

were calling my attention tO! "Ranking of
Municipal Electric Companies! Operating Ratio."

Now! the testimony as to that within the
context of the record is as follows:

"(3

I show you what has been marked on

the screen — what is marked as CEI Exhibit llfll.
"Will.you state what that is.

"A

Uell! this shows how hELP stacks up

in terms of a sample .of other comparable
utilities! and -- let’^ see! are all the utilities

lb,fib?
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on that one? — yes-

All right-

"It shows that we use a terra called an

operating ratio, and the operating ratio
basically suraraarizes HELP'S ability to fund
or generate funds for-debt service and working

capital and operating costs'.
"13

For exaraple, what does a ?□

percent operating ratio raeanf"

And then there was an objection, and then
we all carae up and we had a discussion

and

this is at page lb,bbS — as to the relevance
of this 70 percent operating ratio, and then

after the discussion --

HR.

NORRIS:

And the City’s

objection was overruledf
THE COURT:

Yes.

Now quoting:
"fl

For example, what does a 70

percent operating ratio meanf
"For exaraple, the 70 percent operating

ratio, I take it, means 70 cents goes to

operating and 30 cents goes for something else.
"Tell us what the significance is.

"A

Uhat that shows is that 70 cents

1b1 fibs
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of every dollar that flELP raised went to
so-called operating costsi and they included

payroll and fuel and supplies"Now 1 they had tot in addition! to cover
some other things"They needed to put back new investments in
that plant on a regular basisi and this was

approximately a million dollars on a yearly
basis! and they also had to pay off the debt
that they were required to pay off! and they
had to have working capital! and working capital

simply refers to the amounts of money that they

needed to stay in business! and w,orking capital
is analogous to the amount of money that you had

in your checking account to cover the fact that

you may have to pay your bills on a different
day than the day that your pay check comes in-

"c?

Okay! sir-

"Now! what does this show with reference to
the progress or lack of progress of tluny Light’s

operating ratio over the period indicated there?

"A

Uell! it shows very clearly that

the situation from 15bl through 1573

deteriorated substantially! that whereas they

It-.51=5
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.1
2

had 30 cents to pay for new investment and for

3

debt service and for working capital in the

4

early yearsi by n73 they had nothing*

"They were literally under water at that

5

pointn that operating costs were above one

6
7

"(3

8

Then it goes on to say:

9

"fl

All right*

10

"A

May I add something?

11

"fl

Can you see that?

12

"A ■

13

"May I add something to the other exhibit?

14

"fl

15

"A

. 16
17
18

Okay*

Yes*

Certainly.

lilelln I just want to point out

that there is no one number that constitutes an

additional operating ratio*
"All this exhibit does is show that there is

19

substantial deterioration-, number onei and the

20

other thing that it shows is that-, compared to

21

other municipalities or other municipal

22

utilities comparable to MELPi that in all cases-,

23

almost all casesi MELP was dead last in the

24

sample size-, as compared with the sample-, that

25

it was the worst performer-, in other words*

__

1

Donheiser - cross

2

”(2

3

"flR.

4
5

Okay.

LANSDALE:

Uill you give us

now CEI Exhibit 1132?"
So the point of departure is what was the

6

condition of HELP as a business as of 1171i and

7

the answer is then -- and after that we get this

8

document! and it says — which shows these

9

operating ratiosn and it shows that in 117'3

10

they continued to deteriorate up to 1173!

11

deteriorate substantially! at least as far as

12

operating ratios was concerned.

13

Now that I have refreshed my memory! let me

14

hear what the objections are! or let me hear what

15

the arguments are.

16

bJho made the objection?

17

HR. NORRIS:

Let him talk first.
hie really have two

18

issues to talk abouti the issue that we came up

19

here is not the one that we are now talking about.

20

21

THE COURT:

issue that we came up about and you objected.

22

HR.

23

THE COURT:

24

25

Let's talk about the

LANSDALE:

I objected.

Let me hear the

question.
HR.

NORRIS:

The question was

lb-.a71
1

2
3
4
5

6

7
8

9

10
11

12
13
14

15
16
17
18

19
20
21
22

23
24
25
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you recalln that I had asked him about the

hiring that Hr.

Hinchee undertook-

THE COURT:

Right-

HR.

— in 1171

NORRIS:

and flr-

Hinchee likewise recognized the need for
additional technical personnel! and I believe

that the question that brought us to the bench
uasi "Didn’t Anyone tell you that he had

undertaken to fill these positions^"
fIR- LANSDALE:

And I came up because

I knew that several of those people had not been
employed until 1573! and the question related to
1571! however! this led us,into this business of

the whole area beyond 1571! and I agree that that

exhibit runs to 1573 at the time when it was

under water! and I confess that I didn’t realize
when I put it on that it had been extended to

15731 but that is beside the pointThe point is that the only reference I know
to 15731 the detailed discussions that came along
on CEI-liaSi are the detailed- financials and

runs only to 15711 as well as his discussion of
the contingency reservesAnd my point isi your Honori that I have

1

Donheiser

cross

2

presented this witness for the opinion as to the

3

condition of Huny Light in n71-

4
5

6

This is all I am seeking to prove by this

witness•
There is no question but that.in his study

7

the witness looked atn or may have looked at

8

I don’t know to what extent — the materials

9

extending beyond n71 as bearing upon the

10
11

and

condition back then.
But this is the opinion that he has

12

expressed! and I vigorously object to attempting

13

to use this witness and to have a lot of

14

discussion about what happened to huny Light and

15

why fluny Light does thisn that and the other

16

thing in lITSi 15731 1574i 157S! or whatever.

17
18
19

20

'kJe are into the damage period from rhid-1571

to mid-157S.
All I want to show is tiuny Light’s condition
as of 1571.

21

hJe are dealing in other respects which

22

gets into the question of whether anything that

23

CEI did following this date had anything to do

24

with any of huny’s damages! and the witness is

25

not prepared to talk about the latter periods!

1
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2

and he was not submitted for that purposen and a

3

mere reference to 1573 as the end point in a

4

whole progression! I submit! should not open up

5

this witness to cross-examination willy-nilly as

6

to whether Hr-

7

employing additional personnel! or whether he

8

didthe wrong thing! or whether it was designed

9

to remedy the situation- '

10

Hinchee did the right thing in

I mean! he was trying! but what does that

11

have to do with this witness's opinion as to the

12

condition of Muny Light in 1571-

13
14
15

16
17

THE COURT:

All right-

Mr-

NorrisHR- NORf?IS:

I have several

points! your Honor:
In the -work papers that Hr-

Donheiser

18

testified to yesterday on cross-examination there

19

were four sets-'Of summaries! and each of these four

20

sets of summaries go beyond the 1571 period-

21

The "selected historical highlights" go

22
23

24
25

to 157LTHE COURT:

Uhat has that got

to do with the issue confronting mef
HR-

NORRIS:

I want to make

Donheiser - cross

1

2

3
4

several pointsTHE

COURT:

I would like to keep

them pertinent-

5 ■

HR.

NORRIS:

I think it

6

THE

COURT:

All right-

7

NR-

NORRIS:

— because

is-

the

8

n7S megawatt turbogenerator note goes up to

9

n7bi and the finance set goes up to 15751 and the

10

plans and consultants’

11

157k-. including the NcCormich report which Hr-

12

Donheiser used this morning in answer to a

13

question on cross-examination as an illustration

14

of the problems that affected huny Light and the

15

City Council with respect to being able to get

16

anything done in the personnel area-

17

recommendations goes up to

Nowi not only has he himself testified that

18

his study included an area much beyond 1571i

19

but we have —

20

THE COURT:

21

HR.

22
23

NORRIS:

Assuming that is so•

Well then-, he is

testifying from that-, your Honor.
bJith respect to llfil-. the defendant puts

24

up on the screen in front of the jury an exhibit

25

that says in effect that fluny Light is dead last

lb,875
1
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2

as of 1573 with all of the other systems that

3

were sampled.

4

Now, I am going to show on

5

cross-examination that this was a faulty sample,

6

and the fact that this witness has stated to the

7

jury that Muny Light in 1573 was under water,

8

this creates an inference that we have got to be

9

permitted to rebut, because we were not under

10

water in 1573.

11

THE COURT:

Hr.

Norris, you are

12

talking, but you are really not saying anything,

13

and you are really not addressing the issue that

14

is before me.

15

Now, let's take it within the context here-

16

bJe have testimony from this man, and the

17

whole purpose of his testimony is to show that as

18

of the year 1571, Huny Light was bankrupt.

19

He attributed that to poor management.

20

Now, that is the basis from which we start.

21

HR.

22

THE COURT:

NORRIS:

And the City contends
I don't care what the

23

City contends at this juncture -r- just a minute.

24

Don't interrupt me, please.

25

you.

I didn't interrupt

ib-.a7k
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Ide are trying to determine here the scope
of the cross-examination within this time frame-

Now-i you certainly are permitted to go into
the credibility issue as it relates to the
documents upon which he relied to formulate his

opinion -

Now-i the mere fact that there has been

turned over to you or acquired from the
discovery process a whole series of work papers

that perhaps may go beyond the period which is

the subject of his testimony-i that is not in and

of itself significant unless you first lay a
foundation to show that the work papers that go
beyond the 1=571 period were relied upon by him

in arriving at his opinion as to the condition

of riuny Light on 1171 •

Failing to show thatn or without laying a
foundation! you are not permitted to go into
cross-examination to create an inference that
he relied upon those documents-

That is number

one Now 1 number twot as it relates to this

document! and when I say "this document!
should identify it-

I

It is CEI Exhibit llSl!

1

Donheiser - cross

2

which is the "Ranking of tlunicipal Electric

3

Companies! Operating Ratiosi Between the Years

4

nbl and 1573!" which shows from the testimony

5

here that HELP was last! at least as it relates

6

to ranking as to operating ratios! with the

7

other sampling of municipalities.

8
9

If you are desirous of attacking the

credibility of that particular document! you

10

certainly are permitted to do so! and you may

11

certainly go into how he arrived at those

12

figures! and whether or not the method that he

13

used is a proper method! and all relevant

14

cross-examination which may bear upon that! but

15

you can't go beyond the direct examination as it

16

relates to the purpose for which he is called

17

and to which his direct examination was limitedi

18

namely! that fluny Light was bankrupt as of

19

1571.

20

Now! he stated not once! but two or three or

21

four times! and he said tir. Hinchee may very well

22

have hired these people! but I never took that

23

into consideration because it was irrelevant

24

as far as my study as to the condition of FIELP

25

in the year 1571.

iLifiva
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Nowi that is the status of the record as I
understand it-

Noui you still haven't told me why or on what

basis you are desirous of going beyond that-

HR- NORRIS:

With respect to the

Hinchee put a lot of things in

year nvii Hr-

motionn and the question that brought us up here

wasi having to do with what fir - x Hinchee undertood
to do in the year ITVl i and as I understand!
there can be no question about the appropriateness

of those inquiries! because what the man did in
IITI is clearly within the scope of the directTHE COURT:

ask him that-

All right-

You can

You never laid any foundation-

Here is the .context of your testimony:
"G3

Do you know Harold Ackmannf

"A

Yes-

I came across his name once

or twice"(3

Do you know if Hr-

Hinchee hired

Harold Ackmann! George Chuplis! Russell Hunt!
Russell Heister! or George Pofok!" and then you
went on to show that Pofok! Heister and Hunt

were from CEl! and Chuplis was from Republic
Steel-

it-.av'i
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You never fixed the date when he was hiredn
number onei for lack of foundation! for lack of

a foundation questioni and number twoi assuming
that they were after — so what?

MR.

NORRIS:

The point that is

important is that as soon as this new
commissioner was brought on boardn he undertook

a broad-scale recovery program.

I am not saying that he completed that in
15711 but it was good management.

This gentleman has testified to the jury
that riuny Light was deadi and it was so poorly

managed that there was nothing it could have

done at that point in’history that would have

saved it.

That is an issue of fact.

THE COURT:

All right.

HR. NORRIS:

And anything that

I agree.

the City did with respect to trying to turn tlELP
back into a healthyi viable system once again

certainly is within this cross-examinationi that
the Court has not limited me to anything that

took place in the year 1571.
Nowi my question! your Honori wasi "Didn’t

Nr.

Hinchee undertake these thingsi and for this

Donheiser - cross

gentleman to have no knowledge of these events
of which did take place in 15711" and

certainly those things that were started in

1571 suggest that his —
THE COURT:

I

You a re right.

agree with you —
riR. NORRIS:

THE COURT:

— that his --

.

You are right-

I

agree with you-

HR.

NORRIS:

— that his

conclusions are invalid when he says that they

were so far gone that there was nothing that
could be done.

THE COURT:

Hr-

Norrisi number

onei in light of his testimony that Huny Light
was under water and bankrupt as of 15711 and in

light of the testimony that there is nothing they

could do thereafter — yes — you are permitted
to go into iti and you are permitted to show

that Nr.

Hinchee did adopt or attempt to adopt

good management practices and procedures-

I am

not foreclosing you from doing thati and you

are not foreclosed from asking him whether the
hiring of those individuals constituted good

ib-iflai
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management procedure-

He already answered that question! and he
said that in his opinion! really! no! because
there was nothing to be done-

But what I am saying to you is that you have

to lay a proper foundation-

I don’t know when

these fellows were hired-

If fir-

Hinchee expected to or desired to

hire these guys forthwith when he came on in

flarch of 1571! and did hire them! that is one
thing.

That is an implementation of his thoughts
to improve the management situation! but you have

to lay a foundation

supposing he hired fleister in 15713! and
certainly that is not pertinent here-

But if you lay a proper foundation! and if
this man knows when these people were hired!

you are perfectly free to go into it-

I am not

trying to preclude you-

fIR-

NORRIS: .

There is another

point that I want clarification on! your HonorI don’t think that his not knowing a fact

that is relevant here should preclude me from

ibiflaa
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exploring with him provided I have a basisTHE COURT:

Uelli if it is in

evidencen there is nothing to preclude you from

sayingi "If I were to tell you that tlr-

Ackmann

was hired in Januaryn January IS of 15 — welln

change that to November IS of 1571i when he came
oni would that constitute good' management

procedural" and you are free to do that-

I am

not stopping you-

riR. NORRIS:

Ulhat I am saying isi

I don’t think — and perhaps I did not understand!
and perehaps there.is no disagreementI do not — I wopld not accept from the

witness a curtain that he didn’t know about iti
and therefore I can’t question about itTHE COURT:

If it is in evidence!

you can pose it to him in the form of a
hypothecated situation! providing the facts

upon which you hypothecate are in evidence! and
providing they were accurate facts*
HR- NORRIS:

Right-

THE COURT:

I am not foreclosing

you from doing thati because he is appearing as
an expert! and in view of his testimony to the

lb fla>3
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effect that there was nothing in his mind that
could be done with riuny Light to resurrect it

after llTli you are certainly permitted to
determine whether or not duringi at least —

welli up to 15731 or fir.

Hinchee's actual tenurei

whether or not any acts that he undertook! that

Hinchee undertook! in this man's opinion
constituted good management practices-

HR. NORRIS'-

Right! and Hr-

Hinchee didn’t leave until October! 1573! and I
believe I am permitted to explore facts of the
record with this witness as it might affect

the decision about whether it was good management
or bad management up until the time fir-

Hinchee

left tIR.

LANSDALE:

flay I comment?

For the life of me I cannot see what Hr-

Hinchee

did in 1572 or 1573 has to do with the

correctness of the opinion-

THE COURT:

Uell! it doesn't go

to the correctness of his opinion as to what the
condition of fluny Light was in 1571-

It is saying that it was so bad in 1571
that it could never be resurrected! and that he

iu-.aa4
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has a right to go inton and that goes toi againi

it doesn’t go to a direct matter that is in issue-

It goes to a collateral thingn whether or not the
credibility of this witness is such that you can
accept his opinion as to what the condition of

HELP was as of 1571-

HR. NORRIS:

That is my understanding

your Honori and I appreciate thatTHE COURT:

Okay-

And-, you

know-I nowi we are not going to open this door and

start attempting to establish facts and
circumstances that are already in the record-

Ue are going to limit it to this man’s
area of expertise-, namely-, management-

Can I go to lunch now-, fellowsf
-CLuncheon recess taken-3-

All right-

ik.,aas
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THE COURT:

Please be seated.

Bring in the jury.

-CThe jury was reseated in the jury box and
the trial continued as follous:?

Please be seated.

THE COURT:
You may proceed-, Mr.

MR.

NORRIS:

Norris.
Your Honor-, I think

we had a question before the witness.

Do you

want me to just place the question again?

THE COURT:

Yes.

CROSS-EXAMINATION OF ALAN DONHEISER {Resumed}-

BY MR. NORRIS:
(2

Mr.

Donheiser-, we were talking about the filling of

-professional and engineering spots at Muny Light

after Mr.

Hinchee arrived in 1571-, and my question

was whether or not you were made aware of the
efforts of Mr.

Hinchee to hire professional personnel

for beefing up the Muny Light staff?
A

I knew that some additional personnel were hired
following Mr.

Hinchee's arrival on the scenei

1

Donheiser - cross

2

houevePi I don’t really know exactly when they

3

arrived! number onei and number two i our evaluation

4

was basically on the basis of whether criteria!

5

namely! management structure and how.things worked

6
7

out •

(3

8

were so bad at Huny Light that there was no way

9

that they could ever recover! and that is your *

10
11

I understand that your opinion is that by 1^71 things

opinion! isn’t itf
A

12

As a self-standing operation! yes! that is my
opinion•
- —t

13

<S

14
15

differ on that proposition! wouldn’t youf

A

16

finding based on what the team concluded.
t3

19

22
23
24

25

Are you aware of the things that fluny Light did in

the spring of ITVl to improve its reliability and

20
21

Uell-i reasonable minds probably differ on most
everything! but this is my expert finding! or my

17
18

And you would acknowledge that reasonable minds might

to achieve an adequate cash flowf

A

liJell! I am aware of one thing they did! which seemingly

was a step forward! but actually it was a great step
backward! and they put in a fuel adder clause which
limited them to the S percent increase to the bills!

which was seemingly a step forward! but over a period

lUififi?
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of tiinGi it put a cap on the amount of additional
revenues they could extract’ when they started buying
CEI power and when fuel costs increased substantially

later on.
Are you aware of anything else that Huny Light

did in an attempt to improve its reliability and

achieve an adequate cash flow in 1571f
A

In 1571 I am aware that they were attempting to repair

the boilersi and that was — does that answer the
question?
HR.

NORRIS:

would you give Hr.

Idelli Hrs.

Richards n

Donheiser PTX-SlSfln please.

{After an interval.3(3

fir.

Donheisern PTX-213a is already in evidence! and

it is a letter from the Director of Finance of the

City of Cleveland! fir. Dearborn! dated June 30! 1571!
to J.

A.

Hurka! the Trustee of the Union Commerce

Bank.

Have you ever seen that letter before?

A

<3
A

(3

Yes! and my opinion is.

I just asked you if you had seen the letter.
Yes.
And is this one of the letters that you reviewed in

the preparation of the report that is CEI's Exhibit

lU-ififlfl
1
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2
3
4

5
6

1135?
A

Yes-

(3

Is thereany referencein your report to

A

Yes •

(3

And looking at

7

"Dear Mr-

9

Municipal Light system:

12

"■Cll

13

power.

15

"With this power available! the smaller

16

generators are now being refitted and electrostatic

17

precipitators are being installed."

18

Illas it bad management on fluny Light's part to

19

24
25

The large generator which was down for

almost a year is now producing efficient dependable

14

23

Hurkai in response to your letters

that have been taken to strengthen the Cleveland

11

22

Fir-Dearborn’s

and our discussionsi let me describe the actions

10

21

letter?

letter where he states:

8

20

thefirst page of

this

have done these things?
A

First of alii the large generator did not produce

efficient dependable power.

Secondly! there is this point that Council
by ordinance deferred debt service payments by
Municipal Light on all general obligations on its
behalf — -

1

Donheiser - cross

2

Just a moment-

THE COURT:

3

Let

him finish his answer-

4

Approach the benchi please-

5
6

{The following proceedings were had at the

7

bench:!

8

You have asked a

THE COURT:

9

question! and you are not going to excerpt

10

limited replies-

11

He is going to answer-

I will overrule the objection! and let him

12

answer the question-

13

Let’s proceed-

14

HR.

15

NORRIS:

I am not going to argue-

I am not excerpting-

{End of bench conference-!

16

17

THE COURT:

18
19

You may finish your

answer A

This deferral of debt service is an example of a step

20

which the City took to get Iluny Light off the hook!

21

and by so doing! it displayed vividly that you could

22

never separate duny Light from the City of Cleveland!

23

the Council! and the dayor and the whole political

24

process -

25

(3

Well! dr-

Donheiser! I asked you! really — I am going

1

Donhei ser

2

to get to that paragraph! but I was asking your

3

opinion on the portions that I read-

4

introductory paragraph and the paragraph No- 1

5

dealing with generation-

cross

I read the

6

A

Idelli I don’t think that is accurate

7

ly

And then I asked the question! did you think that was

8

bad management for fluny Light to have done those

9

things mentioned in Paragraph 1-

10

A

11

Well! I don’t think they did — I don’t believe they

did it in 1571-

12

tlR-

NORRIS:

David! would you

13

put the operation on the chart for 1571 up-

14

is leaning against the jury box-

15

It

Could I have the number of that exhibit!

16

pleasef

17

HR- UEINER:

18

BY HR-

19

i3

2flS2-

NORRIS:

Hr-

Donheiser! on the easel is PTX-2a22-

I wonder if

20

you ever had a chance to see that exhibit at some

21

point in the preparation for this testimony^

22

A

Yes -

23

(3

And you do recognize that the top band deals with

24

the individual days during 1571 from April through

25

December when the big unit No-

b and 11 was on linei

IL-.flIl
1

Donheiser - cross

2

do you understand that?

3

A

Yes-

4

(3

And at the time the lettern PTX-SlBfli was written by

5

the Director of Finance to the Union Commerce Bankn

6

the big unit had been on line for more than two monthsi

7

and I call your attention to the fact that the gas

8

turbine that had been operated during 1571 on almost

9

a base load basis for 'the first three and a half months

10

during the time that the big unit came backn during

11

the latter part of Aprili flay and June, and on through

12

the summer, the gas turbines were taken out of service

13

for the most part to finish their installation.

14

Now, I am asking you, does that, to you, sir,

15

look like bad management from the standpoing of

16

improving the operating capability of fluny Light in

17

1571?

18

HR. LANSDALE:

Objection.

19

THE COURT:

Approach the bench.

20
21
22
23

CThe following proceedings were had at the
bench: 3fIR.

LANSDALE:

I am sorry, I have

24

to object to the characterization of the, number

25

one, the letter says, "smaller generator," and

1

Donheiser - cross

2

HR. NORRIS:

3

But-, your Honor-. I

|

beg to differ.

4

I did not misrepresent that exhibit-

5

THE COURT:

6

I will sustain the

objection. , Let’s proceed-

7

flR.

8

NORRIS:

That is exactly what

the exhibit shows-

9

'THE COURT:

10

■

*

Let's proceed-

■CEnd of bench conference-}

11

12

BY MR- NORRIS:

13

a

Hr.

Donheiser-i there is evidence in this case that the

14

priorities that Hr.

15

riuny Light's generating capabilities were to put the

16

big unit back on line-, to effect a permanent

17

interconnection with CEI-. and when the big unit gets

18

back on line-, to renovate as was possible to be done

19

the other generating equipment-

Hinchee established for renovating

20

fly question-, sir-, is-, was that

21

priorities and that effort that Hr-

22

go after the renovation of the generating equipment-,

23

was that in your judgment bad managements

24
25

A

fl I
S' !
’
i ■

[

listing of

Hinchee made to

I would say that it was throwing good money after bad-.
y es.

I

ltnO°4

Donheiser - cross

a

And so that would have been bad' management in your
opinion?*

A

Renovating the plant i yes.

a

Nowt would you kindly look at Plaintiff’s Exhibit
213fl again-, the next three paragraphs that Hr.

Dearborn writes to the Union Commerce Bank on June
30nVU:

"-CS1-

A rate increase for all residential and

commercial customers went into effect April li n72.

This will increase annual revenues to approximately

«aoo-.ooo.
"A rate increase for street lights was passed
by Council on June 21-. nVli and this will increase
annual revenues approximately $SOQ-iOOO.

"C4J

Council by ordinance on June 2ai 1571-1

deferred debt service payments by [Municipal Light
on all generation bonds issued on its behalf-, and this

would make available on an annual basis an additional

$500-.00a."
fly question is-, would you not agree that all of
these moves described in Paragraphs 2-. 3 and 4-. were

steps in the direction of achieving an adequate cash

flow for riuny Light?
A

.

I would say they were too little and too late-

They

lb-.a5L

1

Donheiser - cross

2

that this was bad management?

3
4
5

6

ci

THE COURT:

Sustained-

He just

Then that leads us to the proposition that if it is

not good management! it is either bad management or

8

neither good nor badi which is it?
A

.0
.1

Objection.

said he wouldn’t call it good management

7

9

HR. LANSDALE:

It is bad management within the context of their real

'

needs.

<3

.2

|

Thank you-

Nowi looking at the last paragraph on page 1 of

.3

j

this letter! it states:

,4

"In ad.dition to the above actions! the City has

5

6

|

discussed with the Federal Power Commission several

j

matters involving Municipal Light and CEI-

Ik
|

1

"It now appears that there will be a settlement

|

8

and payment of amounts owed CEl! and that there will

|

9

0

exchange of power."

1

Now! was that bad management for Muny Light to

2

reach a settlement with CEI in the amounts owed in

3

4
5

5

be a permanent intertie between the two systems for

return for a permanent interconnection?

A

I think it was extremely disingenuous.

couldn’t pay the bill.

|
j
j

The City

It didn’t have the cash to

j
I

lbnfl=17
1

2

5

A

It was not in the budget.

I

letter from the Director of Financei and he isn’t even

I

in Huny Lightn and he is literally rubbing salt on the

I

belly of the Trust Officer from the bank who is

I

worried whether or not the bondholders are going to

|

be paid o ff here.

|

£2

How do you know thati’

I

A

Idelln why else would he write a letter?*

11

12

(2

16

A

|

Let’s get down to cases.

|

Because the financial position of HELP for many years

|
*

has been that they were not maintaining their coverage

19

ratios in the bond fundi and the trust officer’s

20

'

responsibility under those conditions is to make

21

inquiry.
(3

23

25

I

_

How do you know that was rubbing salt into the

belly of the trust officer?*

18

24

I

City was telling them — this is an extraordinary

10

22

I

The money wasn’t in the budgeti so I think the

9

17

I

I

8

15

funds exhibit shows that.

It is your testimony —

7

14

I

(3

6

13

pay the billi and I think the source and use of

ll

3
4

'I

Donheiser - cross

•

And the Director of Finance is doing something about
iti isn’t he?*

A

He is telling him a fib.

i -j

i
The money wasn’t ther.ei and

they did not budget the money to pay CEI.

3
|

Ibnfi'ia
Donheiser - cross

1

2

a

lilelli you know a lot about thati don’t you-?

3

A

Yes.

4

a

You know all about the letter of June 26 from the

5

Director of Law to Hr. Howley-, don’t youf

6
7

8

HR.
(2

LANSDALE:

I object.

PTX-lSll

THE COURT:

Approach the bench.

9-

10
11

12
13

14
15

16

17
18

•CThe following proceedings were had at the

bench:1
HR.

LANSDALE:

hJhat are we talking

aboutf

THE COURT:

klhat are we talking

about nowf
MR. NORRIS:

He knows so much

about what went on-. and I am going to test him.

THE COURT:

You are free to do

19

that if you ask the proper questions! but you

20

are not going to get into an argument.

21

have got yourself in a position where you ask

22

questions! and you are not getting the answers

23

that you want-

24
25

MR- NORRIS:

You

I am getting the

answers I want because they show the kind of

1b

1

Donheiser - cross

2

witness that he is.

3

THE COURT:

He just testified

4

there was no money appropriated in the budget

5

for these payments.

6

HR. NORRIS:

It is irrelevant.

7

THE COURT:

Okay.

8

I will sustain the objection.

9

■CEnd of bench conference.!

Let’s proceed’.

__________

10

11

BY HR. NORRIS:

12

(2

Ide will come back to thatn Hr.

Donheiser.,

13

Let's stick to this letter.

14

next pagen the top. of page Si and Hr.

15

Let's look at the

Dearborn says.

"Ide have also arranged to issue a $5 million

16

second mortgage note to finance the intertie and to

17

make other improvements so there will not be a return

18

to the circumstances that has plagued Huny Light for

19

the past y-ear."

20

THE COURT:

21

HR.

22
23

j

NORRIS:

Idhat exhibit?

The same exhibitn

21-.3a.

a

-CContinuing!

Hr.

Donheiseri was it bad management

24

for Huny Lightn on Huny Light's parti to arrange for

25

a $5 million bond issue to pay for the interconnection

,

ib-.'isa

Donheiser - cross

But if indeed an interconnection was frustrated
by CEIi wouldn’t that change your opinion?

MR.

LANSDALE:

Objection.

Overruled-

THE COURT:

A

Ohn yesi but the fact of the matter is that the
process of deterioration in plant was well

established prior to the discussion about an

intertie in the late ’tU’s.
i3

Take the third item you allege attributed to MELP's
losses-. "The inability to cut costsi that is-, direct
labor'! craft workers." and so forth.
/

Now-, were you restricting yourself there to only

those kinds of costs-, direct labor and craft workers-,

or were you also — that is an example — or were
you taking into consideration other kinds of operating

costs that Muny Light was unable to cut?

A

Ue were looking at all the budgeted categories.

<2

And also for this item you say that this could not

be attributable to CEI;

is that correct?

A

Yes.

(3

Now-, what if Muny Light could have obtained inexpensive
power that it could have used to replace expensive

power that it was buying from CEI-, and if indeed it

was CEI who frustrated the opportunity for Muny Light

1L-.5SM
Donheiser - cross
to get that less expensive poweri would that change

your opinion as to whether or not this could be

attributed to CEI?

HR. LANSDALE:

Objection-

THE COURT:

Sustained until you

fix the time frame-

a

I am sorry.
fir-

Donheisern is the time frame for this No-

3

reason about being unable to cut costs the same as

you described with respect to NoA

Yes -

a

lilell thenn let me repeat the question! addressing your

attention to the time frame-of mid-’LD’s to the

early

'VD’s-

If it was CEI that frustrated the opportunity
for Huny Light to obtain inexpensive poweri and that

would permit Huny Light no longer to buy expensive

power that it was buying from CEIn would that change
your opinion as to whether or not that reasonably

could be attributed to CEIf
HR.

LANSDALE:

THE COURT:

I objectApproach the bench-

1L-.'=1SS

Donheiser - cross

{The following proceedings were had at the
bench: 3-

nR. LANSDALE:

There is not the

slightest bit of evidence in this time periodPASNY didn't arise in the context of

anything as far as CEI is concerned until April

of 1573-1 and it was 15SS that there was the
possibility of PASNY at 'the initiative of Huny-,

so there is nothing in thereHR-

NORRIS:

define early

I objectPerhaps we need to

'7Q’s-

THE COURT:

Well-, 1571-

His opinions as to the management aspect
of this go definitely to 1571 and not beyondn so
I will sustain the objection to this questionHR.

NORRIS:

All right-

{End of bench conference-!

THE COURT:

The objection is

sustained You have got time for one more question-

(3

Uhat is your name-’
fIR-

NORRIS:

Your Honor-i under

such a burden as that-i I would propose that we

ILiHSb

Donheiser - cross

call it off right nowTHE COURT;

Very well-

Ladies and gentlemeni it is approaching the

adjournment houri and we will adjourn for the

dayT and of course you are to keep in mind the
Court’s all-important admonitioni not to discuss

this case with anyonei not even among yourselvesn
and remember to keep an open mind until you have
heard all of the evidence in the case and the

Court’s instructions as to the lawi and until

such time as this matter is ultimately submitted

to you for your deliberations and judgmentNow-, with that you are free to retire to

the jury room for the purpose of examining the
exhibits of the day-, and we will see you tomorrow

morning at a:3D-

You are free to go-

{The jury was excused* from the courtroom-1-

THE COURT:

Steve-, what exhibits

do we have?*

{After an interval-?.
THE COURT:

Gentlemen-. I have

for your consideration-, as I understand it-.

L

>
5

IbiHS?

CEI-13D3-. 1E53-I 1313-. 1353-. 1S54-. lEILi and all
of those have been admitted previously-

Plaintiff’s Exhibits S541t 2545t 3SSQt

I

S13fli 2313-. and 317fl; and now S4, 2aba-. b2a-.

5

441 4S1 Eb31i ESa2i 15131 and 5331 and they have

3

all been admitted-

1

}

The Plagruder letteri CEI-aa was admitted •

during the course of the first trial-

I don’t

know if it has been offered at this time-

)

tlR- tlURPHY:

Not yet-

Ide are

offering it now-

THE COURT:

Any objections to

riR. HJELUFELT:

Idhich one — No-

that?
33 —

no objection.

THE COURT:

Very well-

Have I correctly characterized all of the
exhibits as having been-previously admittedi and

they may go to the jury-

tlR. nURPHY:

Your Honori they

have not all previously been admitted-

I think

there is no objection to themi however-

THE COURT:

All right-

MR- murphy:

Your Honori I would

That is

f ine-

Ib-.'iSfl

liken houevspi to object to certein of the
exhibits that were used in conjunction with the

cross-examination of Hr.

Donheisern to object

to their going to the jury.

Which ones?

THE COURT:

HR.

aabUn SM —

murphy:

Wait a minute — SM.

THE COURT :
FIR.

ssa.

murphy:

All right.

THE COURT:

I have

got SM! aakO — what is the next onef

tlR.

murphy:

SSa! MS! LES! Eb31!

2Sa2! ISia-, and MM-

THE COURT:

Okay.

HR. MURPHY:

All for the reasons

that nr.

Donheiser said he did not rely upon

those No! no.

HR. NORRIS:

Wait a

minute.
Just a moment!

THE COURT :

please.

All of those exhibits have been admitted.

SM was admitted,

fi-b-fil.

bSfl was admittedn

7-20-51.
MM was admitted! 7-EO-fll.

MS was admitted

V-EQ-ai! and 2t31 was admitted-. a-S-fll-. and
asaa was admitted! a-7-ai.

ISia was admitted T-SH-flln and 536 was
admitted a-7-ai-

HR. MURPHY:

me-

You misunderstood

I don’t dispute they have been admitted into

evidence and have been given to the jury on a
previous occasion-

I object to their going to the jury another

time because Mr-

Donheiser said he did not

rely upon them.

THE COURT:

Overruled-

Thank youi gentlemen.

MR. NORRIS:

I have nothing to

say.
{Court adjourned for the day.J

